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UCAS Coding Conventions and Definitions 
 

UCAS course codes are four digit reference numbers (containing numeric and alpha 

characters) assigned to each course advertised at UCAS. These codes are generated by 

UCAS at the point a course becomes available to receive applications at an institution 

(sometimes subject to final approval).  

These codes are not, as is often assumed, based on the JACS subject coding, despite many 

appearing to be similar, if not identical. It should be noted that many institutions will be given 

the same UCAS Code for subjects with the same or very similar titles. English Literature, for 

example, is UCAS Course code Q300 at BSU, and also Q300 at Anglia Ruskin, Durham, 

and Chester.  Q300 is also the code used by Aberdeen for their course titled “English”. It 

should also be noted, however, that this is not a comprehensive rule as English Literature at 

the University of Central Lancashire is Q306 and is Q200 at the University of East London.  

As part of the application process, UCAS course codes are linked to the relevant BSU 

course on SITS via the MCR table. Alongside this stands the VAR table, which confirms the 

Valid Admissions Routes available. In order for applicants to be linked to the correct course 

within SITS, each UCAS course code must link to the correct MCR and VAR(s). The 

mapping exercise undertaken was to interrogate the relationship between UCAS and SITS, 

and with the knowledge that substantial work had been undertaken in this area in recent 

years, we did not expect to encounter many inconsistencies or errors.  

The mapping between course at UCAS and within SITS database was, in the vast majority 

of cases, correct and up to date in regard to the current provision available to applicants. In 

addition to the work carried out in previous years, additional checks were being run during 

this period in preparation for the KIS return (Key Information Set). There were some latent 

issues in relation to how courses were being defined in the two tables, due largely to 

inconsistencies in the descriptive elements. There were also some inconsistencies between 

UCAS and MCR table concerning whether courses were “open” and / or “in use”.   

Below is a summary of the findings of the mapping exercise, listing those entries that 

required amendment or further investigation.  

 

Data Examined on Current UCAS database for BSU (Based on extract taken in May 

2012 for 2013/14 entry) 

Summary of analysis: 

• Recommended that further confirmation sought that all DIPHE courses correctly 

suspended at UCAS.  

• Combined awards listed as BA/BSc. A number of these are currently incorrect at 

UCAS as subject combinations both lead to either BA or BSc.  

• One reference on UCAS table to combined award as course type “COM”. This should 

appear as either BA, BSc or BA/BSc. 
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Data Examined on MCR table relating to Current UCAS database for BSU (Based on 

extract taken in May 2012 for 2013/14 entry 

Summary of analysis: 

• Coding for specialised combined Education awards inconsistent with other combined 

provision. Check and consider revising.  

• DIPHE records remain “in use” on MCR table 

 

Summary of Findings 

UCAS course codes are mapped, necessarily, on a one to one basis, but it is clear that they 

should not form the basis of any review of coding conventions. It is controlled externally, is 

subject to revision and change, and cannot be future proofed in any way.  

While this one to one mapping of UCAS course codes is necessary for the MCR table, it 

does not prohibit the number of actual course (CRS) tables that could exist within SITS as 

UCAS course code does not appear on CRS.  

There are presently far more MCR records than CRS records and any full review of the 

coding conventions within SITS would need to identify the best option available in managing 

the relationship between CRS and MCR. One option would be to enlarge the CRS table to 

produce a one to one link to MCR, which would require the existence of a CRS record for 

every single combination available at undergraduate level. Alternatively, the example of 

combined awards could be adopted across the whole provision, whereby only one CRS 

record exists, in this instance BA/BSMOD, for all combined awards. Taking this sort of 

“course bucket” approach to the CRS table would be advantageous in many respects, but 

the question of size and just how much should be included under each single code (within 

each bucket) would need careful consideration.  

 

Utilising XCRI-CAP 

UCAS has been identified as one of the key potential aggregators of the XCRI-CAP feed. 

Their input has been sought by JISC from the project’s inception and they have expressed 

their interest in the project while not, at this time, committing to accepting the feed on a 

wholesale basis. The technical set-up of the XCRI-CAP feed originated by JISC, including 

the data definitions and vocabularies has been developed with UCAS, among other primary 

aggregators, in mind and we have engineered our feed around those technical guidelines.  

BSU’s XCRI-CAP feed utilises MCR records (via KIS course IDs mapped to MCR codes) 

and so maps directly to the data and information currently inputted into the UCAS database. 

We therefore foresee few issues in UCAS adopting the XCRI-CAP feed in the future. There 

are some considerations that need to be taken into account, such as frequency of feed 

updates and how UCAS might facilitate amendments to the feed.   

In conclusion, use of the XCRI-CAP feed by UCAS has the potential to provide significant 

impetus across the sector for adoption of the XCRI-CAP standard.    

 


